The game began at a committee meeting while discussing next steps with the
departmental assessment plans and use of the new rubric. This was the first year a
rubric was used to assess the departmental assessment plan. The goal was to
enhance communication with departments involved in the assessment plan review
this year and get feedback regarding the use of the rubric. A rubric is a scoring guide
that articulates the expectations for the assessment plan by identifying the criteria
and specific components that are being assessed, as well as describing the levels of
quality: exemplary/established/developing/ unacceptable.

Our mini-game had 3 goals as noted above. Our goal was to contact 100% of
departments to offer assistance in explaining the rubric assessment, allowing
opportunity for clarification of the assessment, and overall promoting communication
between departments on campus and the assessment committee. The ultimate goal
was to promote the importance of the departmental assessment plan.

Game basics

The game created enthusiasm among committee members. It was fun and provided
information the committee desired. And we achieved our goal.

Despite the absence of a critical number, distance learning decided to attempt
minigames focusing on opportunities for improvement and to get familiar with the
process
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Each office brainstormed, contemplating their primary duties and identifying ONE
area of weakness/opportunity
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Offense was taken with the idea that employees should be rewarded for doing what
they were supposed to be doing in the first place. After careful consideration, my
response…
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Once the weaknesses/opportunities were identified, the worksheets were
completed…
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The Blackboard Help Desk advances Batman through the windows of each building as
Help Desk activities and contacts are logged.
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The Distance Testing Office places items in a jar as students making testing
reservations via the new RegisterBlast software, as opposed to the telephone or
email.
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The Testing Office spreadsheet delineating how they can meet their goal. The games
within the game.
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The Instructional Designers fill in areas with chalk on their digital game board as
faculty are passed through their training courses.
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The Online Academic Advisors place little lightbulbs within the big bulb as new
students complete tutoring sessions with SmarThinking Online Tutoring Service.
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Tara Schneider and Noel Wiseman move drops of water through their water dispenser
game board as instructors use the Multimedia Production facilities to create videos
for the Blackboard sites or online classes.
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Overview of games part 1
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Overview of games part 2, including total cost if all offices meet their ultimate goals.
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Some items to consider as improvements are made to future iterations of
MiniGames.
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A list of the positive outcomes of the process.
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In setting up our mini game in Kinesiology, we first pondered an area of in our
department that needed our attention. We visited about different things we would
like to improve, some of which would be new to our department and in this case,
something we were already doing (meeting face to face with our students). However,
we typically meet with our students during the two enrollment periods but had never
implemented these meetings to check on academic progress a couple of weeks prior
to midterm. Thus, we are hoping to improve retention, but implementing two
additional “touches” with our Kinesiology students, identifying “at risk” students
earlier, and providing intervention strategies in advance. Our hypothesis is that the
personalized contact with the student will improve their success, build a relationship
with them, and in doing so, increase the likelihood of them wanting and being able to
return to MSSU next semester/next year.

Our goal was to hold 2-5 minute “pauses” with 80% of our Kinesiology students.
These pauses were brief meetings with their respective advisors on a “drop by” basis.
We wanted to make sure that no appointment was necessary and not timeconsuming. If a certain advisor was in class or out of the office at the time a student
stopped by, another faculty member visited with that student. Before the
implementation of the mini game, we met with 0% of our students before the
midterm mark of the semester. 80% of our students would account for 177 of the
221 currently in our department. The time frame to accomplish such a goal was set
at 30 days (the minimum time required for change to occur). The dates posted
actually reflect a longer duration, however we had to account for the week of Spring
Break which fell in the middle of the game. Another important note: we also had to
adjust our forecasting goals dramatically during the week we encountered two snow
days.

P.A.U.S.E. is an acronym for five areas of concentration when meeting with each
student. Preparation – refers to the how well the student feels they are prepared for
their classes and for the semester. Do they have their books? A ride? Are they here
because they want to be or are they attending college because it is someone else’s
wish? Are they mentally, emotionally, and physically prepared for the semester?
Attendance – Simply how has their attendance been in all of their classes?
Understanding – Do they understand the material being presented to them in their
classes? Maybe they understand Algebra, but Geometry is difficult for them to grasp.
Or maybe it a science class: Biology was fun and easy, but Anatomy Physiology is hard
to understand. Support-How is the support from family? Spouse? Boss? Teachers?
Advisor? Our department? Student Success Center? Effort – Simply have they given
this semester the amount of effort to succeed? Knowing that giving 100% is
unrealistic, we want to get an idea of how much effort they believe they have put
into their academic success. We wanted to “marry” the acronym PAUSE with the Lion
PAWS of our university mascot.

These pink cards were handed out in each of our classes the week before the mini
game began. Each student was asked to SELF-EVALUATE themselves on the five areas
mentioned previously. If they marked below a 4 in any category we would ask for
clarification. In addition, we wanted to know how they were feeling about the
semester with special notice to any classes they were making the grade of C or lower.
This would alert us to “at risk” students. If there were classes of concern we would
begin a conversation on means of reversing the issue: have you met with your
teacher? Signed up with a writing tutor? Joined a study group? Lastly, we asked if
there was anything we could do as advisors or as a department to assist them. A note
on the pink color: the color pink is a continuation of a previous “pink sheet” that we
currently use when meeting with our advisees for the first time. It is updated when a
change occurs: a student graduates, changes majors, transfers or decides to drop out
of college completely. We felt keeping the color pink bled well with the retention
theme we had already started.

How does retention contribute to the university’s Critical Number known as operating
cash? Although it does not directly impact the amount of cash in our “savings
account” it does INDIRECTLY impact it through number of enrolled credit hours which
in turn increases tuition dollars. We used this mini game as a small pilot study to
eventually be used in assessing Fall to Fall retention numbers for state funding
purposes.

Currently, our department has a retention rate of 65%. Out of approximately 200
students, we typically retain 130 of them. Our goal, through continued PAUSES with
our students, is to improve our retention rate by 10% (to 75%). By retaining 20 more
students (130 to 150) and speculating they each enroll in 12 credit hours, we have
increased the number of enrolled credit hours to 240. To simplify, we divided the
hours in half between in-state and out-state to come of with an average dollar figure.
We understand that the tuition dollars will vary depending on the number of students
enrolled in out of state vs. in state hours. By adding the tuition dollars together, we
hypothesize that as a department we could help the university increase the revenue
stream by $63,260 per semester. Double that figure to show a full academic year and
we are looking at generating an additional $126,520 per year (excluding summer
school hours). Imagine what would happen when every department increased their
retention rate by a predetermined percentage!

The financial benefit explained on the previous slide is obviously the outcome goal of
such a mini game. However there are also process and performance goals being
attained as well. By measuring student behavior (P.A.U.S.E) and academic
performance at mid-term, we are hoping to impact the outcome goals of the
student’s academic success at the end of each semester. By identifying “at risk”
students early, we are able to help them identify and incorporate intervention
strategies in a timely manner and have them follow back up with us when such
intervention is assigned. Our hope is to work more closely with LION ALERT and the
Academic Success Center to streamline needed assistance.

Our Kinesiology Students, Faculty, and Staff impacted the goal.

We chose the 30-day window for a couple of reasons. First, we took into account
where we were in the academic year. Implementation of a longer mini game would
interfere with the end of the semester. We started two weeks prior to mid-term
grades being submitted. Secondly, with this being our first mini game, we decided to
start small, generating a shorter, yet probably more intense game. Lastly, we know
that in order to develop a habit or make a permanent change, thirty days is the
minimum time required to accomplish such a goal. We plan on taking this 30-day
temporary change and implementing it as a on-going, permanent process to be used
each semester in our department

As mentioned before, the color pink was based on the color of our advisee retention
sheets that have been used for years. Since we didn’t implement our school colors of
green and gold, we were adamant to connect PAUSE with the symbol of the LION
PAWS to make the connection back to MSSU. Pause also signifies our need and desire
to STOP or HIT PAUSE in our busy lives (both students and faculty) for less than 5
minutes to have a “check in” with each other. This advisee to advisor STOP will
enable both parties to reflect and evaluate academic progress and set into motion a
“game plan” if need be. On our scoreboard, we colored in the LION PAWS as we hit
each predetermined percentage mark. The closer we were to our 80% goal, the
larger the paw.

The scoreboard on the left was our forecasting score sheet. This was used weekly (on
Monday mornings) for each faculty member to FORECAST how many students they
planned to meet with during that particular week based on the number of advisees
each had on their advisee sheet. Initially, it was common for each of us to just divide
the number of advisees we had by 4 (the number of weeks) for the mini game. What
we found was that as we exceeded or fell short of such a weekly goal, that number
would change the forecasting number for the next week. Once every faculty member
forecasted their weekly number, we added them all together and put them under
DAILY GOAL. At the end of each week, we put down our actual numbers for the week
and then kept a running total for the month, both in goal and actual numbers.
On the right, is our scoreboard. This is a visual account of our progress. We divided
our 80% goal into 20% increments. The progress was tracked by coloring in the paws
with a pink highlighter and outlining them with black magic marker. Notice how the
paws get larger as we get closer to our goal!

This is an example of weekly huddles. We visited at two staff meetings our game set
up, however we found it very convenient to just huddle around the board on Monday
mornings and again on Friday afternoons. This is something we need to work on for
future mini games.

Three sheets with all of our Kinesiology students was posted beside the score sheet
and scoreboard. The advisees were arranged by advisor and each time a PAUSE
occurred, the faculty member would use a high lighter to mark the advisee’s name.
To make it easier to keep track of and ultimately count, the week’s progress, we
changed the color of the highlighter for each week. One could hear Marty Conklin
yell, “I got another one!” as each of his advisees left the office.

Our scoreboards and score cards were located in two convenient and “easy to see”
locations. The one on the left is inside our office suite. The one on the right is more
visible to students and all visitors to our building due to its location in the hallway
between Young Gymnasium and the Kinesiology office.

The neat thing about the mini game is that it generated both student and faculty
involvement working together towards a common goal. We tried to focus on rewards
that were low in cost, but high on fun and fellowship. In other words, activities that
would be enjoyable and remembered by our students and faculty through the years.
This slide shows the rewards the students earned for each percentage level reached.
We purchased pink pens, the hotdog and S’mores, but the rest was either an activity
(Pool Plunge) or a donation (faculty/staff brought pink hair spray). Our total cost was
under $200.

Picture of the pink pens and the Faculty/Staff Pink Hair. We wore a pink streak in our
hair for two days during the week after the students hit their goal. The days selected
were Monday and Tuesday so all of our students in each of our classes would have
the opportunity to see it.

This was the toughest part for us! Deciding how to reward ourselves. To be honest,
we really didn’t want or feel the need to reward ourselves for something we felt like
we should be doing anyway. However, we needed to follow the game rules! Wally
Ball (Volleyball in a racquetball court) and Lunch together were are first two rewards.
PYOB stands for Pay Your Own Bill so there is no additional cost to the institution. The
baseball game holds no cost as well. Our thoughts for the cosmetic touch up was to
address the peeling paint and other small “boo-boos” which in turn will enable our
office suite area to take on a more professional look!

